EVALUATION OF QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION BY SIMULATION
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Abstract- Cryptography is a scientific approach to transmitting information securely. While quantum cryptography relies on the physical rules to encrypt information. When the quantum computer debuted, the traditional cryptographic approach became less efficient. The quantum approach is frequently used to distribute keys across communication entities, which is known as quantum key distribution (QKD). The primary paradigm of QKD was initiated for a depolarization channel. Quantum key distribution is a secure method for exchanging keys across communication entities. The first QKD protocol, BB84, was introduced in 1984. The primary paradigm of QKD was initiated for a depolarizing channel. In traditional cryptography, secret keys are sent over a secure communication channel. The problem arises when both parties are unable to establish a secure channel for the first key exchange, so all their correspondence may be intercepted and decrypted by a third party that obtained the key during the initial key exchange. This paper demonstrates the ability to use MATLAB to simulate QKD. It has been found that the security of the QKD protocol depends on a variety of factors. It provides security tests, recommendations, and guidance on the lower and higher bounds of significant parameters such as the depolarizing channel parameter, number of input photons, and Eve’s attack level for a target secret-key rate, as well as insightful outputs such as QBER, secret-key rates, the mutual information between Alice and Bob or Alice and Eve, and the expected number of bits to be leaked.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum cryptography seeks to provide information security by taking advantage of the fundamental characteristics of quantum physics [1] and [2]. In 1984, Charles Bennett and Gills Brassard invented the first technique for key distribution [1]. It is designated BB84. This is the first discovery of a quantum distribution system. The quantum system is built on the scattering of single particles or photons, with the photon polarization encoding the value of a classical bit [1], [2], [3], and [4]. Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle and photon polarization are two fundamental principles of quantum physics in the twentieth century that form the basis for quantum cryptography. According to Heisenberg, certain pairs of physical properties are related in such a way that determining the value of one precludes the observer from determining the value of the other. [3], [4]. For instance, while measuring the polarization of a photon, the direction of measurement affects the subsequent measurements. This means that the polarization of a photon or any other particle of light can only be determined at the measurement site. This concept is critical to preventing eavesdropping attempts in the quantum cryptographic system. On the other hand, the photon polarization principle defines the process by which light photons can be polarized in a certain direction. Furthermore, as a result of an eavesdropper in 1982’s discovery of the no-cloning theorem [4], [5], eavesdroppers cannot copy unknown qubits, i.e. unknown quantum states. Quantum cryptography enables two communication partners to agree on a bit of a string without physically meeting, and both parties may be confident that only the agreed bitstring will be exchanged between them. BB84 enables the creation of two secret shared key sequences, frequently "Alice" and "Bob," using polarized photons. The following are the contributions of this study: First, as controllable factors, the depolarizing
channel effect, Individual Eve Intercept and-Resend assaults, and the number of input photons were studied. Second, it not only outputs figure-of-merit parameters like Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER) and secret-key rates, but it also guides through the system settings he should employ to meet security and achieve his desired key rate. This eliminates the need for time-consuming experimentation. This resulted in a faster simulation time when compared to the work in [6]. This speedup is critical, especially when the number of input photons is hundreds of thousands.

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, QKD has emerged as a new development technique for protecting sensitive data during transmission in a new networking environment. Several scholars collaborated on QKD simulation to develop a secure file transfer using various simulator parameters. Qiao & Chen in 2009 [7]. For the depolarization channel, the BB84 protocol was used as the base QKD model, which was simulated using a MATLAB simulator. The simulation results were agreed with the theoretical conclusions. Nevertheless, the results of their analysis were weak. Kalra & Poonia in 2018 [8]. It has been concluded that QKD is a secure method for sending keys between communication entities. The first QKD protocol was BB84, which was created in 1984 and described the C++ simulation technique of the BB84 protocol as well as the protocol simulation provided by C++ using an object-focused approach. On the other end of the protocol, a bidirectional quantum channel and an additional beginning bit sequence are formed for polarization. Dehmani et al. in 2018 [9]. The goal of the QKD BB84 protocol is to allow transmitters and receivers to exchange keys over a quantum channel while also detecting "eavesdropping attacks". This study aimed to examine the outcomes of several interceptions, retransmission, and cloning attacks on eavesdroppers, in addition, to proposing several scenarios for the location and manner of the eavesdropping attack and calculating the reciprocal knowledge of each event. The explicit formulations of shared information and quantum error indisputably show that the number of eavesdroppers and their attack parameters in the quantum channel determine the security of the transmitted data. Kiktenko et al. in 2020 [10]. QKD enables secure communication over a quantum channel and an authentic public channel between two parties. Reducing the number of secret keys generated by the quantum during authentication is essential to increase the performance of the QKD system. The authors introduce a lightweight authentication mechanism for QKD based on the ping-pong method for QKD authenticity checks. From the literature above, it may be deduced that a variety of technologies could be utilized to simulate quantum key distribution using various programming languages. Some of these studies have limits, such as the number of photons used and how the secret key rates are achieved. The proposed work, however, varies from previous work in that it would use a variable number of photons, ranging from one to thousands, while also providing security testing for QKD.

III. BASICS OF BB84 PROTOCOL

IBM’s Charles H. Bennett and Gilles Brassard at the University of Montreal developed the BB84 quantum cryptography protocol in 1984. Their findings were presented at the IEEE conference in India. Polarized single-photon light pulses were used in the BB84 procedure. Quantum channels, such as fiber, connect Alice and Bob, while regular public channels, such as phone lines or the Internet, connect them to the real world. They found that the connection between the two channels is often the same. This would be an optical fiber with light pulses of different intensities over the quantum and classical
channels, assuming the use of polarized photons. Alice’s non-orthogonal states allow for secure communication. In this system, there are two bases of a polarized photon:

When one of the polarizations is selected randomly, it tells Bob about the current situation. It is vital to remember that putting "random selection" into practice is a difficult process. On one of the two bases, Bob is currently assessing the incoming situation. If Alice and Bob used the same method to conduct their research, their results would be entangled. Bob will not be able to obtain any information about the current state of the Photon if he chooses a different basis than Alice. In Fig. 1 suppose that Alice transmits a" horizontally polarized" photon $|\leftrightarrow\rangle$ on a diagonal basis $\otimes$, and Bob "measures "on a diagonal basis $\otimes$, Bob will get either $+45^\circ$ polarized photon or $-45^\circ$, with a probability of 50 percent. Even if he later realizes that he made the wrong decision based on reasons, he will not be able to explain why.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 1: BB84 protocol stages (from[1])**

### IV. Classifications of Quantum Key Distribution Protocols

Depending on the effects of quantum physics used, the key generation methods used, and the physical principles adopted for security, a QKD system can be built in a variety of ways. Listed below are some examples:

1) Bennett and Brassard’s protocol, "BB84" is based on two observations that do not have the same correlation [1].
2) Bennett’s "B92" protocol (Bennett, 1992), this is based on non-orthogonal states of two variables.
3) Brub’s "Six-state" procedure (extension BB84) [12].
4) The "entanglement-based" approach proposed by Ekert [13].
5) The Spedalieri technique is based on "Orbital Angular Momentum" [14].
6) Coherent state protocols, such as [15] [16].

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF EXPERIMENT

The simulation model was created using a computer with the following parameters: Windows 10, 8th generation Intel Core i7 processor, 12 GB RAM. This was accomplished using MATLAB (version 9.6). Alice sends a stream of pulses, one at a time, from the transmitter side. A Single-Photon Source (SPS) should be used to generate the pulse. Each pulse is polarized independently by one of two mutually non-orthogonal bases: rectilinear (+) or diagonal (x). If the (+) basis is chosen, key bit 0 is encoded as a horizontally polarized pulse with a state vector of $|0^{\circ}\rangle$ and key bit 1 as a vertically polarized $|90^{\circ}\rangle$. If the (x) basis is chosen, key bit 0 is encoded as a circular-right polarized pulse with a state vector of $|45^{\circ}\rangle$, and key bit 1 as a circular-left $|-45^{\circ}\rangle$. This is accomplished using a polarization modulator controlled by a bases selector and a key bits generator as shown in Fig. 2. Bob decodes the received pulses by measuring their polarization states at the receiver side. The bits that were measured with unmatched basis are then discarded after Alice and Bob reveal their base choices. A polarization modulator is used to achieve the measurement setup, which is then followed by a Polarizing Beam Splitter (PBS) followed by single-photon detector. The sifted key is the key that remains after removing the bits that correspond to unmatched bases. QBER is the error rate in the sifted key. Then, to maximize protection against the knowledge Eve has received from the bits that have been released during data reconciliation, privacy amplification is used, in which more crucial bits are deleted. The secret key is the only remaining key available to Alice/Bob. The secret-key bit rate $k$ is defined as the ratio between the length of the sifting key and the length of the hidden key, which is of major importance. The "MATLAB" (rand) function was used to generate pseudorandom numbers with an equal distribution over time. Then the "MATLAB function" is used to round the integers to the nearest integer (round). As a result, the two generators produce equally distributed random binary bits. The former specifies the bases randomly, with 0 for (+) and 1 for (x), and the latter produces key bits to be passed. The basic collection bits and key bits are transmitted using four case-specific instances of "1, 2, 3, and 4", which are $|0^{\circ}|, |90^{\circ}|, |45^{\circ}|$, and $|-45^{\circ}|$, respectively. The output states are also uniformly dispersed due to the even distribution of the inputs in the four scenarios.

Figure 2: Diagram of BB84 experiment stages by matlab
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VI. QUANTUM BIT ERROR RATE

QBER is the ratio of errors with keys to provide information about the presence and knowledge of the eavesdropper. When Eve Intercept-Resend occurs, the probability that Bob will change sides is $\varepsilon/4$ [17]. This means that the attack level $\varepsilon$ is defined as the pulse ratio over the pulse input when Eve Intercept-Resend occurs. The following equation calculates the total possibility of a bit passing from the source to the detector Bob through Eve if the channel is a binary symmetric (also known as the likelihood of error of the filtered key) [18].

$$QBER = qe(1 - qe)(1 - qch) + (1 - qe)qch = \frac{\varepsilon}{4} \left[ 1 - \frac{2p}{3} \right] + \left[ 1 - \frac{\varepsilon}{3} \right]$$

$$= \frac{\varepsilon}{4} + \frac{2p}{3} (2 - \varepsilon)$$

(1)

VII. TESTING SECURITY OF QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION

As mentioned previously, when Alice-Bob mutual information $I(A; B)$ surpasses Alice-Eve $I(A; E)$ information, the QKD protocol is secure [19]. As a symmetric source analyzed without memory in alphabets $A = a0, a1 = 0, 1, p(a0) = p(a1) = 1/2$ and its maximum entropy is $H(A) = 1$. In addition, a binary symmetric channel was investigated with conditional probabilities $\rho(a0|a1) = \rho(a1|a0)$ and $p(a0|a0) = p(a1|a1)$ then the conditional entropies $H(A|B)$ and $H(A|B)$ are equal to $1 - h(a)$, where $h(a)$ is the Shannon binary entropy with a transition probability $a$: $h(a) = -a \log a - (1-a) \log(1-a)$. For Eve attacking Alice, the term $(1/2 - qe)$ is defined. In consequence of this, the lower bound protection in Eq. [2] might be reformulated as shown in Eq. [3] $QBER < (1/2QE)$, where $h(QBER) < h(1/2QE)$ which is real in this case, as
long as QBER \leq 0.5, and (1/2QE) \leq 5. If there is no assault on Eve, the maximum of (1/2QE) is 0.5; QBER may not exceed 0.5 since the p parameter depolarization for available channels is restricted to 0.25 \([20]\).

\[
S : (1 - h(QBER)) > (1 - h \left( \frac{1}{2} - qe \right)) : h(QBER) < h \left( \frac{1}{2} - qe \right),
\]

\[
QBER < \left[ \frac{1}{2} - qe \right] : \left[ \frac{e}{4} + \frac{2p}{3} (2 - e) \right] < \left[ \frac{1}{2} - \frac{e}{4} \right] : p < \frac{4(1 - e)}{3(2 - e)}
\]

\[
(I(A : B)) = H(A) - H(A|B) > (I(A; E) = H(A) - H(A; E))
\]

VIII. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT

The QBER ratio was calculated by comparing the filtered keys of Alice and Bob in the MATLAB simulation. The depolarization effect of the channel is turned off, and a limit of 1000 photons is set to keep QBER fluctuations to a minimum. As shown in Table I, the attack level was set between 0 and 1 and the number of photons was set at 1000. Eve’s assault level was changed from 0 to 1 with a step of 0.2, indicating that Eve did not influence on Alice and Bob’s communications. Nevertheless, this number was gradually increased by 0.2 to reach 1 indicating a full attack. The difference between \(I(A; B)\) and \(I(A; E)\) was the secret-key rate \([18]\). The number was considered as the Shannon minimum amount of information required by Bob from Alice to correct errors in the decoded bits caused by channel depolarization or eavesdropping. As shown in the chart below, the attack level has a direct impact on the QBER value.

### Table I

A comparison of photon inputs and intensity of Eve’s assault with QBER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photons number</th>
<th>Attack Level</th>
<th>QBER</th>
<th>Secret Key rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.069572</td>
<td>0.435400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.118677</td>
<td>0.350705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.168772</td>
<td>0.235526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.191667</td>
<td>0.237578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.244080</td>
<td>0.022480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.257253</td>
<td>0.004658</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4: Plotting of QBER at various degrees of eve attack](http://example.com/figure4.png)
The mutual information between Alice, Bob, and Eve was estimated after calculating the QBER, followed by security testing and reporting the lowest bound. For all possible combinations of the input settings, the number of photons received as input was set to 1000. ("p and e"). It is feasible to obtain security if "the mutual information between Alice and Bob I(A; B) is greater than the mutual information between Alice and Eve I(A; E)." Increasing the attack level by 0.2 increased the mutual information between Alice and Eve while decreasing the mutual information between Alice and Bob, according to Table II. This means that the security target was not reached. As a result, the connection is no longer secure.

## TABLE II
Comparison of alice with bob and alice with eve mutual information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Photons number</th>
<th>Attack Level</th>
<th>QBER</th>
<th>Secret Key rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.089672</td>
<td>0.44340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.118077</td>
<td>0.300970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.166352</td>
<td>0.21440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.191661</td>
<td>0.135128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.244880</td>
<td>0.025450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.237235</td>
<td>0.004558</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Mutual information between alice with bob and alice with eve various attack level

**IX. CONCLUSION**

Quantum cryptography is the most advanced quantum technology accessible today. It is the first fundamental quantum notion to move from theoretical computation to practical application. This paper examines the properties of BB84 and the parameters that affect the security of the protocol. It provides security tests, suggestions on the choice of compromise protocol, and advice on lower/upper bounds of critical parameters such as the depolarization channel parameter, the number of input photons, and the level of Eve attack for the desired secret-key rate. It also provides useful outputs such as QBER, theoretical secret-key rates, the mutual information between Alice and Bob or Alice and Eve, and the estimated number of bits to be leaked in post-processing techniques. The transmission’s security was tested when the Eve assault was increased.
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